1000 – 1005 WELCOME GUILLERMO VILLANUEVA & BRIAN VARGAS
1005 – 1030 VETERANS ACADEMIC COUNSELING, MICHAEL D’ALOISIO
1030 – 1100 FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, PATRICK HARRINGTON
1100 – 1110 BREAK
1110 – 1200 WORK STUDY/VETERANS ALLIANCE PRESENTATION
1200 – 1215 [SHORT VIDEO ON HOW TO REGISTER]
1215 – 1230 GUEST SPEAKERS NEETAN (NATE) NARAYAN, ARMY - CCSF ALUMNI & CURRENT SFSU STUDENT VETERAN
1230 – 1300 SFVA SVHP BRIDGET LEACH, LCSW & KATHLEEN MINK, LCSW
1300 – 1330 SCHOOL CERTIFYING OFFICIAL JOSE GOUSSEN, RICK SCOLARI, RAY WEN
1330 – 1400 LAC TTUTORING, DAWN MOKUAU
1400 – 1430 DSPS OFFICE, OLGA GALVEZ
1430 – 1530 VETERANS SERVICES AT CCSF WEBSITE REVIEW & OTHER CRITICAL INFORMATION, BRIAN VARGAS, MSW

Your CCSF Veterans community By the Numbers

[LINK] Gi Bill® Comparison Tool: Check out details such as the current VA BAH, Tuition and Fees, Book stipend amount and more

Search by keyword
Enter a school, employer name, city, or zip code
CITY COLLEGE OF SAN FRANCISCO
1,178 Gi Bill Students
You may be eligible for up to:

- Tuition (annually): 100% in-state
- Housing (monthly): $4,971
- Books (annually): $1,000

View details